1. Temporal and spatial variation in phenotypic selection due to changing environmental conditions is of great interest to evolutionary biologists, but few existing methods estimating its magnitude take into account the temporal autocorrelation.
| INTRODUC TI ON
Fluctuating selection resulting from environmental variation has been of long-lasting interest. Empirical and theoretical research have documented that natural populations respond to varying selection through various mechanism including conventional Darwinian genetic evolution (Lande & Shannon, 1996) , evolution of phenotypic plasticity (Scheiner, 1993; Van Tienderen & Koelewijn, 1994) , evolution of genetic polymorphism (reviewed by Hedrick, 2006; Bell, 2010) , genetic variance (Barton & Keightley, 2002) , evolution of the phenotypic variance (Zhang & Hill, 2005) including diversifying bethedging (Bull, 1987; Cohen, 1966; Svardal, Rueffler & Hermisson, 2011) or combinations of these response modes (Tufto, 2015) . Importantly, the relative magnitudes of these different responses depend on the temporal autocorrelation in selective optima. Even though the phenotypic traits typically evolve through natural selection to match the environmental conditions to maximize fitness (Futuyma, 2006) , phenotypic adaptation through genetic evolution is limited by the amount of genetic variance in the trait under selection, which might lead to mistiming between the mean phenotype and the phenotypic optimum (Lande & Shannon, 1996) . Adaptive tracking through phenotypic plasticity acting in conjunction with genetic evolution may also be limited by factors such as imperfect cue reliability (Post & Forchhammer, 2007; Gienapp, Reed & Visser, 2014) or parental energetic costs (Visser, Marvelde & Lof, 2012; Visser et al., 2015) .
There are few studies estimating the temporal variability and autocorrelation of phenotypic selection in spite of the importance.
The variance in phenotypic selection in previous studies was usually estimated by computing the variance of the strength of selection using selection gradients estimated separately at each time point (reviewed by Siepielski, DiBattista & Carlson, 2009 ), which reflects both sampling error and real variation in selection (Morrissey & Hadfield, 2012) . Among the previous empirical studies accounting for the sampling error of variation, Calsbeek (2011) presented a nonparametric analysis in exploring the variation of fitness surfaces over time or space, but such nonparametric estimates are difficult to relate to parameters appearing in theoretical models. In contrast, using a log-quadratic generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with a random effect on the regression slope implemented using integrated nested Laplace approximations (INLA) (Rue, Martino & Chopin, 2009 ), Chevin, Visser and Tufto (2015) estimated yearly fluctuations and autocorrelation in optima of a Gaussian fitness function.
However, INLA and GLMMs in general are restricted to cases where the predictor is linear in parameters and random effects. Using instead the more flexible framework of Template Model Builder (TMB) (Kristensen, Nielsen, Berg, Skaug & Bell, 2015) , Gamelon et al. (2018) fitted a model of fluctuating selection via several non-overlapping selection episodes with nonlinear random effects added directly on the location of the fitness optima and on the peak of the fitness function. This model form is not feasible within the framework of INLA or GLMMs (see Gamelon et al., 2018 , Appendix A for a technical discussion).
Here, we extend the approach taken in Chevin et al. (2015) and Gamelon et al. (2018) in several new ways. First, instead of assuming a fixed zero-inflation parameter for modelling the number of fledglings as in Chevin et al. (2015) , we model the zero-inflation probability using a separate linear (or nonlinear) predictor. This leads to a model with selection via zero-inflation and via the Poisson mean, although occurring during the same interval. As with multi-episodic selection more generally (Gamelon et al., 2018) , selection through two episodes can involve the same or different biological processes.
Second, in addition to random effects on the peak and location of the fitness optimum as in Gamelon et al. (2018) , we also allow the width of the fitness function to vary between years, with all three properties of the Gaussian fitness function jointly following a vector autoregressive process. Such variation in the width is of theoretical importance for the evolution of the phenotypic variance (Zhang & Hill, 2005) and for the evolutionary stability of the additive genetic variance-covariance matrix (Revell, 2007) . Third, instead of treating the total number of fledglings from all broods laid by a female in a particular year as the sample unit and estimating stabilizing selection on onset of breeding via its effect on the sum of number of fledglings from all broods as in Chevin et al. (2015) , we treat the number of fledglings from each brood as the sample unit and fit the model under the assumption that the expected number of fledglings depend on the laying date according to the same Gaussian fitness function for all broods. In addition to increased statistical power, this has the advantage that the parameters relate directly to theoretical models for the joint evolution of multiple brooding and onset of breeding (Tufto, Cao and Visser, submitted manuscript) . Fourth, as an alternative to stabilizing selection, we allow each episode (here selection via zero-inflation and via the Poisson mean) to instead involve directional selection. As in Gamelon et al. (2018) , we implement our method using TMB (Kristensen et al., 2015) , an R package providing a comprehensive framework for fast fitting nonlinear, complex, latent variable models.
| MATERIAL S AND ME THODS

| Study population
The data analysed come from a natural population of great tits (Parus major) at the Hoge Veluwe National Park in the Netherlands
Female great tits usually start reproduction in the second calendar year of life (Perrins, 1979) and are capable of producing a second and very rarely, a third brood in a season. The analysed dataset consists of 5892 records of 3257 females breeding in 61 years from 1955 to 2015. Unlike the previous studies on the same population (e.g. Reed, Jenouvrier & Visser, 2013) , we kept the data from the 1991 breeding season when a late frost led to a very late caterpillar food peak (Visser, Noordwijk, Tinbergen, & Lessells 1998) and we expected a very late optimum estimate for this breeding season. Laying dates are presented as the number of days after March 31 (day 1 = April 1, day 31 = May 1). The number of fledglings for each visited brood was counted and the mother of each brood was identified (3257 breeding mothers in our analysed data). The average number of breeding records per known female was 1.81. See Supporting Information for more details on study population and fieldwork procedures.
| Model formulation
We formulated a statistical model that takes into account temporally fluctuated stabilizing selection and used laying date as the focal trait that selection operates on. We also considered alternative models assuming fluctuated directional selection. We take the number of individuals surviving to fledglings as the measure of fecundity component of fitness and it is assumed to follow a zero-inflated Poisson distribution instead of a Poisson distribution due to the high probability of clutch failure (around 15.7% in our analysed dataset, clutch failure in this study means that no single chick survived to fledgling). In addition, previous studies showed (e.g. Reed et al., 2013; Townsend et al., 2013 ) that the relative contribution to fitness from each brood, at individual level, is determined by the food abundance at the time each brood is raised. We therefore assume that the expected number of fledglings and the probability of clutch failure potentially depends on laying dates in the same way for first, replacement (first broods failed) and second (first broods succeeded) broods via the same Gaussian fitness function. We present our approach using selection on the number of fledglings, but it can be applied to any selection episodes, such as viability, fertility selection or overall selection through lifetime fitness for species with non-overlapping generations.
We assume that the number of fledglings Y i (i = 1,2,…,n) from the ith brood follow a zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) distribution. Such random variables can be represented as a product Y i = I i X i where Here, p i is the probability of zero-inflation (complete brood failure), w i is the Poisson mean and i is the index for all of the broods in our analysed dataset, i = 1,2,…,5892. Using the law of total expectation, the overall fitness contribution from brood i is then
The decomposition of the left-hand side into the two factors on the right-hand side shows that the zero-inflation part I i can be interpreted as a separate selection episode, which we refer to as episode P for short in this study. Similarly, the Poisson part X i is referred to as episode W in the rest of this paper.
We consider two selection modes: fluctuating stabilizing selection and fluctuating directional selection. In the fluctuating stabilizing selection model, the zero-inflation probability p i and the Poisson mean w i are determined by the same process, driven by deviation from the optimal onset of breeding. In addition, we assume that p i is linked to covariates of interest via a logit link function while for w i via a log link function. Therefore, logit(1 − p i ) and ln w i are given by models of the same form:
and Here, ( ) p,t , ( ) p,t and ( ) p,t , t = 1,2,…,61 are parameters determining maximum fitness (indicated by superscript α), optimal laying dates (indicated by θ) and widths of fitness function (indicated by ω) of brood i in year t respectively for logit(1 − p i ). Similar explanations apply to the equation of ln w i . The variable z i is the laying date of the ith brood. The term j(i) ∼ N(0,1), j = 1,2,…,J (where J is total number of unique females) is a random effect included to model extra variation between the mothers and assumed to be same for the two episodes, but the magnitude of the effects on the two episodes are potentially different, subscript p,w thereby allow standard deviations of mother effect m p , m w to differ between episode P and W. The maximum fitness, optimal laying date and width of fitness function in the two episodes are assumed to have a constant dif-
t by the three stochastic processes
where index s takes values from (P,W) indicating the two episodes respectively. Parameters ̄s, ̄s , ̄s are the means of the three processes. More assumptions in terms of stochastic processes t , t , t are made. They are assumed to follow a first-order vector autoregressive VAR(1) process where Φ is a 3 × 3 matrix of autoregressive coefficients and w t is multivariate normal zero-mean white noise with variance-covariance matrix Σ. Correlation between t , t and t are determined through off-diagonal entries in both Σ and Φ. Possible model alternatives are obtained by making Φ and Σ both diagonal, such that t , t and t simplify to independent AR(1) processes. If all entries of Φ are zero, t , t and t are independent and identically distributed white noise processes. Alternatively, we model each episode as fluctuating directional selection, which can be described by a GLMM with annual random intercept and slope:
(1)
In this model, (0) p and (1) p are fixed intercept and slope respectively for episode P, random intercepts and slopes are denoted by u (0) p,t and u (1) p,t , which account for the variation among years. These random effects are assumed to be multivariate normal:
Similar explanation applies to the alternative model for episode W (ln w i ). As before, z i , m p , m w and j(i) have same interpretations as that in Equations 3 and 4.
Since our statistical method relies on model selection, the candidate models we tested include different assumptions for t , t and t , or different selection patterns for episode P and W, among many others.
| Model selection and inference
All model alternatives were implemented using R package TMB.
Briefly, based on a C++ function computing the joint density of the observed data and unobserved random effects, TMB computes the Laplace approximation of the marginal likelihood of the observed data. This is then maximized numerically to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of model parameters and approximate standard errors based on information theory. We fitted in total 43 different alternative models. Among the candidate models, each selection episode P and W maybe equipped with either directional selection or stabilizing selection. For the directional selection mode, we tested models with only fixed effects, with random intercepts and with both random intercepts and random slopes. For the stabilizing selection mode, the fitness parameters t , t and t were either considered as constant, as three independent AR(1) processes, as jointly following a VAR(1) process, or combinations of them.
Our model selection relies on the measurement of data support for the different models which vary in degree of complexity.
We use Akaike information criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1973) based on the observed Fisher information as a model selection criterion (see Burnham & Anderson, 2003 for more details about AIC). The model with lowest AIC value was selected as the best model and the estimates of all parameters together with their approximate standard errors were obtained. All the source code of this study are archived and accessible online.
| C A S E S TUDY RE SULTS AND DISCUSS ION
| Model selection procedure
As introduced in section 2.3, in total, 43 candidate models were tested. For brevity, only the selected model and its neighbour models are listed in Table 1 . The model numbering is consistent with the model updating sequence in our R code. Updating procedure from model 1 to model 8b can be found in Supporting Information. Based on the best model selected (model 9), the differences of AIC value for each model from the selected model are calculated and listed in column ΔAIC, along with the difference in the number of parameters (Δp). Model 9 with directional selection in episode P and stabilizing selection in episode W is the best model.
Model 10 with directional selection via both episode P and W does not improve the model fit. To guarantee that model 9 is indeed the best one among all the candidate models, model 11 to model 14i are neighbour models updated around model 9 for comparison purpose, but none of them improves the model fit. It is worth noting that the performance of model 14g with fixed t is only slightly worse than our selected model, implying a constant t assumption in our study would be reasonable. The estimates of parameters from the selected model (model 9) and from model 14g with constant t are listed in the Supporting Information for comparison.
We also carried out a simulation study (see Supporting Information) to explore the power of our model selection technique in identifying our best model especially against model 14g and 14i.
We concluded from the simulation study that our model selection technique has around 80% probability to distinguish the model with fixed t from the one with random t when the variation scale of t being 0.2. This further implies that model 14g might be as good as our selected model. The simulation study also showed that a weak mother effect (e.g. the standard deviation of random mother effects is 0.05) is hard to detect. However, since our selected model reports 6.44 lower AIC values with the estimate of standard deviation of mother effects being 0.041 in episode W, we have confidence in the mother effects in the underlying 'true' model. The remaining challenge is that there is no strong evidence for model 9 outperforms model 13, we thus should be cautious when interpreting estimates of correlations between the errors for t , t and t .
The selected model (model 9) has stabilizing selection via episode W, directional selection via P with annual correlated random intercepts and slopes given by Furthermore, the selected model supports VAR(1) process of t , t and t in the episode W. However, the three processes are correlated through errors instead of the transition matrix Φ. Mother effects are significant in both episodes. More details about the parameter estimates are given in next section 3.2.
| Directional selection via probability of clutch failure
Our selected model (Equation 8) indicates directional selection via episode P with annual random intercept (u (0) p,t ) and slope (u (1) p,t ). The estimates
of parameters of our interest are listed in Table 2 . We estimated the fixed slope, the mean of the annual selection gradient to ̂( 1) p = −0.025 (red dashed line on the right panel of Figure 1) . Given a standard deviation of the random slopes estimated to ̂1 ,p = 0.032, corresponding to selection for early laying 78% of the time, the distribution of selection gradients is shown with the black line in the right panel of Figure 1 , which implies that over 22% of the study years experienced positive selection, therefore, favoured late broods. The left panel of Figure 1 shows the annual selection gradient together with error bars representing ± one standard error. The selection favoured early broods in 82% (note that the 78% is obtained with selection distribution while 82% with temporal estimated selection) of the study years, as can be seen from the left panel that most of the selection gradients fall below 0. This result agrees with the finding from Reed et al. (2013) that females that breed late relative to the food peak (influenced by temperature, see Visser, Holleman and Gienapp (2006) ) were more likely to fail to raise any fledglings. Perrins (1965) states that there is a higher proportion of predation in the later part of the season and the young of the later broods are more vulnerable to the predators since the young in the later broods are more noisy and lighter. Maziarz, Wesolowski, Hebda, Cholewa and Broughton (2016) shows that nest losses are mostly due to predation (69% nest failures of a great tit population in Poland) and the risk of nest failure varied with nest cavity attributes.
To explore which biotic and abiotic factors best explain the sign and variation in annual directional selection via the probability of successful brooding, more data information concerning these factors are required and this would be one among other interesting expansions of this study. In this selection episode, mother effects contribute to explaining the variation of successful-brooding probabilities and the estimate of the standard deviation m p is 0.701, as shown in Table 2 . 
| Stabilizing selection via the mean number of fledglings
Our selected model indicates that stabilizing selection acts via the mean of the Poisson component. Parameter estimates of the Gaussian fitness function in Equation 4, and the estimates for the parameters involved in the VAR(1) t , t and t , along with their confidence intervals are shown in Table 3 . 11.3 days) and this might partly result from the different datasets we used. In Chevin et al. (2015) , the data before 1973 were excluded from their analysis and we therefore also fit the selected model with data only after 1973 for a fairer comparison. It turned out that the estimates with both full and partial datasets are quite close, while the estimates with full data generally have less uncertainty (narrower %95 confidence intervals). The detailed comparison can be found in Table 1 ) over study period, however, it turned out the model fit did not improve much when t is taken random as in our selected model. In addition, by comparing the standard deviations of parameter estimates from the models with fixed and random t reported in 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 0 
= − 0.025 model reported a significant and larger estimate of , with narrower confidence interval (0.310, 0.739). With the result from the simulation study, even this larger estimate may be potentially underestimated. The estimates of the standard deviations of errors of VAR(1) t , t and t ( , , ) are also listed in Table 3 , along with estimates of correlations of the correlated noises. Even though our result indicates that the VAR(1) stochastic processes t , t and t are correlated through errors w t not through transition matrix Φ, we are conservative in interpreting the estimates of , and , since the candidate model 13 with only , reported almost the same AIC value as our best model. The estimate of standard deviation of mother effect is 0.041, implying that the mean of X i from broods produced by the same mother are weakly correlated to each other.
The estimated optimum phenotype is shown in Figure 2 with a solid blue line. It fluctuates over the study period with an obvious downward trend. The mean within-year laying dates (denoted with black dots) also show a downward trend but the advance is not as strong as the optimum, resulting in increasing mistiming between the optimal laying date and the mean within-year laying date, which is in line with the finding from previous study of the same population (e.g. Chevin et al., 2015; Reed et al., 2013; Visser & Both, 2005; Visser et al., 1998) . Since the reproductive fitness of the great tits depends strongly on the mismatch with food phenology, mistiming in our case therefore equals mismatch, even though the food resource phenology is not considered in our study (see Visser and Gienapp (2019) for the difference between mistiming and mismatch).
One explanation for the mismatch is that females might be unwilling to breed at the optimal date in terms of the offspring fitness because of higher energetic cost of producing and incubating earlier in harsh environment where it is cold and food is scarce, mismatching by a few days might therefore be optimal for the sake of parental fitness (Te Marvelde, Webber, Meijer & Visser, 2011) . Beside this optimal mismatch hypothesis, another leading explanation (the cues hypothesis) is that the cues used for timing laying are no longer accurately predicting the phenology of the food peak (see Visser et al., 2012 for more details on these two hypotheses). 
| Model evaluation
The performance of our selected model is evaluated by visualizing the observed and predicted number of fledglings for each year. Each panel in Figure 3 shows the observed (dots in the panels) and predicted number of fledglings (dark solid line) against laying date for a specified year (from 1955 to 2015) . Our analysed data includes three brood types represented by three colours in the plots. The red, green and blue dots correspond to first, replacement and second broods respectively. The solid grey curve represents nonparametric loess regression through the points with the dashed grey lines being associated 95% confidence band. With our selected model, F I G U R E 3 Observed and predicted number of fledglings (E(Y i |p i , w i )) against the laying date for each year. The blue, red and green dots represent the observed number of fledglings from first, replacement and second broods respectively. The grey curve is loess regression (with default degree of smoothing = 0.75) through the scatter points with 95% confidence band (dashed grey lines). The black line indicates the number of fledglings predicted with our selected model conditional on zero mother random effects with dashed black lines representing its 95% confidence band. The 95% confidence band was calculated by multiplying the standard errors reported with TMB by the 2.5 and 97.5th percentiles of the normal distribution 
| CON CLUS I ON AND P OSS IB LE E X TENS IONS
Thanks to the new techniques such as TMB for fast likelihood computation for non-Gaussian and nonlinear models, the use of state-space models for analysing ecological systems is increasing (for example Cadigan, 2015; Albertsen, Nielsen & Thygesen, 2016; Auger-Méthé et al., 2017) . The conditional independence structure in state-space models yield a sparse precision matrix for the joint distribution of the data and the random effects (Kristensen et al., 2015) and TMB takes maximal advantage of this sparseness structure (through automatic sparsity detection) in its computation of the Laplace approximation. Therefore, using state-spaces models coupled with TMB makes estimating a large number of parameters and random effects which is usually the case in modelling complicated biological processes or ecological systems, possible. Compared with the models and approaches adopted by previous studies on fluctuating selection, our method based on SSM, GLMM and TMB has several advantages. First, state-space models allow us to explore two correlated fitness components simultaneously, instead of measuring different fitness components independently. Second, due to the flexibility of SSMs, parameters can be estimated efficiently with little computational effort. Third, the formulation of our theoretical models turns out to be more realistic to account for directional selection and non-Gaussian fitness residual, as GLMMs. Our results from the great tit case study partly agree with the findings from previous studies on the same population, and due to the VAR(1) formulation for the fitness parameters we could gain more in terms of the underlying patterns of the fluctuating selection. For the researchers who are interested in applying our method to their data either for modelling fluctuating selection or general ecological systems with VAR(1) stochastic processes, it is worth to mention that TMB has no built-in probability function for modelling VAR(1). Our study can serve as a template for this as well as for conducting model selection with TMB.
In our study, we treated fluctuations in properties of the Gaussian fitness function as a vector autoregressive process. In principle, our approach can also accommodate other autocovariance structures, such as vector autoregressive moving-average (ARMA) models (see Wei, 2006 for the definition). Besides, in our statistical model, the random mother effect j(i) is assumed to be same for the two episodes but vary in magnitude, which implies that a mother that is likely to have complete brood failure will be more likely to have a low number of fledglings (with correlation 1). To relax this assumption, the mother effects can be treated differently for the two episodes and assumed to be multivariate Gaussian distributed ( p,j(i) , w,j(i) ) T ∼ N(0,Σ) with Σ being a covariance matrix. Furthermore, the number of fledglings is chosen as the selection component so that the estimates could be compared to those from Chevin et al. (2015) , which claims that using the number of recruits may cause more uncertainty in estimates of parameters due to the much larger coefficient of variation in the number of recruits. However, in some previous studies (e.g. Reed et al., 2013) , the fecundity component of fitness is measured as the number of recruits surviving to the next breeding season instead of the number of individuals surviving to become fledglings.
As claimed by Naef-Daenzer and Grüebler (2016) In our great tit case, for example, the peak movement might be affected by the height of the caterpillar peak, the mean breeding timing relative to the caterpillar peak and the breeding density. The width of the fitness function is likely being affected by the height and probably the width of the caterpillar peak (Visser et al., 2006) . The location of optimum might be influenced by environmental variables (e.g. Chevin et al., 2015; Gienapp et al., 2013) . However, the biotic interactions coupled with other abiotic factors playing a direct or indirect role in the selective process could likely make analysis much more complicated. Other extensions include analysis of correlational selection on multivariate traits and estimating the temporal-spatial variation and correlation in fluctuating selection. 
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